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Stellar Evolution

Not everyone will be a star…
Below 0.08 M☉, pressure is too small for fusion.       
à Brown dwarfs

Stars are ~70% H, 30% He, and a trace of “metal.”
à Hydrogen fusion.

Fusion produces heat that halts 
gravitational collapse.
à Hydrostatic equilibrium.

Credit: ESO

Hertzsprung–Russell diagram
Stars stay on the same point 
for most of their lives.

When H starts running out stars move off of the 
main sequence.



Stellar Evolution II.

http://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/8573

Credit: ESO

Massive stars live fast and die young.

http://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/8573


Stellar Evolution III.

Credit: ESO

White dwarfs – low mass (< 8-10 M☉) stars 
run out of fuel à no thermal pressure à
shrink.

Giants – e.g. helium burning introduces 
different equilibrium: increased temperature 
à stars grow in size and redden.

Supergiants – from the heaviest stars. There 
are also hypergiants.



Stellar Evolution IV.

Credit: ESO

Once heavier elements start to play a role, 
the star moves off of HR. 

Burning 
phase

Required 
temperature

Required mean 
density [g cm-3] Duration

------------- ---------------- -------------------- -------------

Hydrogen 4 x 107 K 5 7,000,000 yr

Helium 2 x 108 K 700 700,000 yr

Carbon 6 x 108 K 200,000 600 yr

Neon 1.2 x 109 K 4 million 1 year

Oxygen 1.5 x 109 K 10 million 6 months

Silicon 2.7 x 109 K 30 million 1 day

Stages in the life of a 25 solar-mass star 
(http://www.astro.cornell.edu/academics/courses/astro201/highmass.htm)

http://www.astro.cornell.edu/academics/courses/astro201/highmass.htm


Nuclear binding energy

Iron is the most stable form of matter. This is the final product of nuclear burning.



Stellar winds

Radiation pressure blows off gas/dust from the outer layers of stars.

Credit: ESA/Hubble & NASA    Acknowledgement: M. Novak

Metallicity: fraction of elements heavier than He. Typically 
defined in comparison to Solar metallicity (1%).

More metallicity à more stellar winds.

Higher stellar mass à more wind.

Winds will limit the end-of-life mass of massive stars, 
especially for high-metallicity stars.

Population III  (Pop III) stars: extremely massive stars only 
in the early universe (first stars), with no metals.

Wolf-Rayet stars: massive stars that lost ~all of their 
hydrogen envelope to winds.



Chemical mixing

There can be convection within the star due to temperature 
difference / fast rotation / etc.

Can affect what is being fused, giant phase as well as stellar winds.

e.g. in a binaries can align orbit and spin à fast spinning à
chemical mixing.



Death
Low mass stars – runs out of fuel --> radiation pressure 
reduced à shrinks à white dwarf

High mass stars – fusion down to iron à
iron core à gravitational core collapse 
à supernova / collapsar

Very high mass stars – high pressure à gamma rays 
energetic for electron+positron pair production 
à reduced pressure à gravitational collapse 
à pair-instability supernova

Very high mass stars – high pressure à gamma rays 
energetic for photodisintegrationà reduced 
pressure à gravitational collapse 
à black hole

Infalling matter – needs to get rid of angular momentum à relativistic jet



Supernova explosion

Heger+ ApJ 2003



Collapsars

Heger+ ApJ 2003



Beamed outflow (jet)

Heger+ ApJ 2003



Remnant

Heger+ ApJ 2003



Jennifer Johnson



Cosmic zoo



White dwarfs



White dwarfs



Classification

Absorption line and light curve

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supernova



Novae

http://astro.hopkinsschools.org



Most relevant:
Iron-core collapse

Typical energy 
released: 10^53 erg

99% is released as 
neutrinos

Core collapse 
supernovae

Can we estimate this?

What is the neutrino 
flux at Earth?

When iron core reaches 
Chandrasekhar mass (1.4 Msun) when 

it overcomes electron degeneracy



Remnant

Heger+ ApJ 2003


